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Existing utilities shown on this plan are approximate only. DiPrete Engineering assumes no responsibility for damages incurred due to locations of existing utilities. See 'Utility Note' on sheet 3.
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Soil Erosion & Sediment Control Plan

Soil Erosion Control Implementation Phasing

1. Phase IA - In-place erosion control measures are installed and maintained. This includes the construction of temporary sediment traps and the implementation of other erosion control measures as identified on the plan.

2. Phase IIA - Additional erosion control measures may be required in this phase to address any unforeseen erosion issues that arise during construction.

3. Phase IIB - Final erosion control measures are installed and maintained to ensure that the project meets all environmental regulations.

Soil Erosion Control Legend:

- Temporary Sediment Trap Detail
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The contractor is responsible for all of the means, methods, safety precautions and requirements, and OSHA conformance in the implementation of this plan and design.

Existing utilities shown on this plan are approximate only. DiPrete Engineering assumes no responsibility for damages incurred due to locations of existing utilities. See 'Utility Note' on sheet 3.
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AWWA C502 DRY BARREL FIRE HYDRANT
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PRECAST 4"-8", 8"-14", OR 16"-20" SOUND CATCH BASIN

HIGH CAPACITY FRAME AND GRATE
(RESIST AN EARTHQUAKE)

EXCAVATE TO 4 FT BELOW GRADE 

PRECAST 4"-8", 8"-14", OR 16"-20" SOUND CATCH BASIN

DOUBT CATCHBASIN, GRATE

2" FRAME C (FR. GRATE)

3" FRAME C (FR. GRATE)
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Schematic Heated Enclosure For Water Meter & Backflow
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